
dual action bucket
simple, versatile hygienic mopping system

One of the most common problems with traditional buckets is trying 
to keep your water clean while mopping. The dual action bucket is a 
simple, hygienic mopping system that utilizes two separate buckets 
to keep the water cleaner while using less solution. Emptying the 
water from the bucket is easy and ergonomic. Simply release the 
locking plugs to drain the water, there is no need to lift the bucket 
when it is full. Less frequent trips to change the water, mean increased 
productivity for you and your staff.

simple to empty >>
 
Removing the water from either reservoir is very easy and ergonomic: 
position the reservoir over a drain and release the bucket’s drain plug. 
There is never a need to lift the bucket when it is full. 
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features and benefits
1. Two separate buckets –  Less cleaning 

solution required as dual buckets keep 
waste water separate from clean water so 
no need throw out the cleaning solution 
every time you empty the bucket.

2. Lightweight and durable polypropylene for 
improved ergonomics

3. Designed for collapsible microfibre flat 
mop systems but can also be used with 
traditional wet mops

4. Locking drain plugs allow for fast and easy 
emptying of buckets, no more heavy lifting

5. Large 30L capacity ensures enough 
solution to clean large areas

6. Graduated scale for easy measuring

7. Two handles provide increased stability 
when transporting the bucket

your bucket, your way
The sidepress wringer allows you to use 
traditional wet mops or microfibre pads with a 
collapsible frame. The bucket can also be 
ordered without the wringer. 

sidepress – bottomless

product description pack

76451 1

16451

Dual Bucket with Sidepress Wringer  

Dual Bucket only 1


